up to 30”

31”—70”

Bahama

Shutter Spec Sheet

Raised Panel Shutter:
A solid shutter where the center portion of
the shutter panel protrudes outward from
the surrounding routed bevel.
Shutter Capping:
A metal (most usually copper) capping that

Fixed Louvered Shutter:
Positioned the historically accurate way, the
louvers are tilted in towards the wall when
the shutter is in the open position.
Leaf:
A single shutter or 1/2 pair.
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Rails:
The horizontal crosspieces of a shutter (i.e.
top rail, bottom rail, center rail).

Radius or Arched Top:
A shutter which has a curved top.

Mullions:
The vertical element between the stiles that
acts as a divider. Found in Bahama shutters.

Mousehole:
A notched hole in the rails that accommodated the ends of the tilt rod when the
louvers were in the closed position. Now it
just adds to the authentic appearance.

Flat Panel Shutter:
A solid shutter where the center portion of
the shutter is recessed from the stiles (i.e.
Memphis style shutter).

Board and Batten:
Traditionally used on barns but ideal for
more rustic homes.Authentic tongue and
groove look with the front and back of the
shutter featuring the same bevelled look
as if the shutter were made of individual
boards.

Beaded:
A beaded detail that is molded into the
inside edge of the face of each stile.

Shutter Terminology
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Tilt Rod:
Working louvered shutters had a rod, or
tilt-rod, to move the louvers into the open
or closed position.These are now purely
decorative for those who truly desire the
more authentic look.

Stiles:
The upright vertical sections of a shutter,
which may be beaded or non-beaded

was placed over the top edge of the shutter
to prevent water intrusion and the resulting
wood rot.This capping is not necessary with
Atlantic shutters as, due to materials used,
they are impervious to both water intrusion
and rot.
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Component Sections nts

Examples of Installation

Slat

23/8" Female Hinge
Flush Mount

Width: 16"-70"

Stile

33/8" Female Hinge
Deep Set

Length may vary slightly due to louver/slat placement.

Two-part automotive quality acrylic urethane finish with hardener.

Paint Finish:

Size Restrictions: Length: 18"-192"

STILES,TOP & BOTTOM RAILS, SLATS: Pultruded Structural Fiberglass

Materials:

IMPORTANT: Atlantic Shutters are custom made-to-order products and as
such orders placed are non-returnable, non-cancelable, and non-refundable.

Bahama Shutters

Male Hinge

3 3/8"

Nylon hinges/eye-end sets

Shutter widths from 31” — 70” require 1 vertical mullion. Bahama shutter widths
greater than 70” will require more than a single mullion, please call for details.

Notes

Stainless steel clevis pin

Aluminum tilt arms with nylon end caps

Tilt Arm Component Parts

factored in to overall shutter height.

Roycraft Pewter
Sand
Stratford Blue
Tempest Blue
Tricone Black
Walnut
Weathered Shingle
White
Wicker
Wineberry

33/8” Female Hinge

Pine
Plum Creek
Polished Mahogany
Redwood
Rookwood Dark Green
Rookwood Medium Brown
Rookwood Shutter Green
Roycraft Bottle Green
Roycraft Copper Red
Roycraft Mist Gray

NOTE: Female hinge clearance is not

2 3/8"

23/8” Female Hinge

Driftwood
Evergreen
Federal Brown
Forest Green
Garnet
Hamilton Blue
Hammered Silver
Harbor
Midnight Sky
Pewter

Two-part automotive quality acrylic urethane finish with hardener.
Black
Board & Batten Red
Bordeaux
Canyon
Cascade
Charleston Green
Chelsea Gray
Classical White
Craftsman Brown
Deep Sea Blue

Top Hinge Component Parts nts

Hardware

Paint Finish

1 1/8"

1/4"
1 1/4"

1/4"
1 1/4"

